WED - LIBS

HOW THEY MET

WHEN ___________ MET ___________, IT WAS ___________ AT
  grooms name  brides name  noun
  number

STANDING NEXT TO THE ___________, ___________ TO ANOTHER FRIEND
  place on campus  verb (ing)
  number  school name

OF HIS. HE ___________ OVER TO SAY ___________, INTRODUCED HIMSELF,
  verb (ed)  greeting

AND ASKED HER NAME. SHE WAS SO ___________! "HI THERE!", SHE SAID,
  adjective

___________, MY NAME IS ___________. SHE HAD SEEN HIM AROUND
  adverb  brides name

AND THOUGHT HE WAS SUPER ___________. THEY ___________ FOR A
  adverb  verb (ed)
  plural noun

WHILE AND THEN EXchanged ___________. LATER, HE ___________ TO
  noun  number  verb (ed)

ASK HER OUT ON A ___________. ON THEIR ___________ DATE, THEY
  noun  number

WENT ___________ AND HAD ___________ OF FUN. THE ___________
  verb (ing)  plural noun  number

TIME THEY ___________ OUT, HE TOOK HER TO ___________ SINCE
  verb (ed)  fancy restaurant

THINGS WENT SO ___________ ON THEIR ___________ DATE HE INVITED
  adverb  number

HER TO HIS ___________. AFTER THAT, THEY WERE OFFICIALLY A
  special event

___________ AND HE STARTED ___________ HER AS HIS "___________."
  noun  verb (ing)  noun
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GROOMS NAME: __________________________
BRIDES NAME: __________________________
NOUN: __________________________
NUMBER: __________________________
SCHOOL NAME: __________________________
PLACE ON CAMPUS: __________________________
VERB (ING): __________________________
VERB (ED): __________________________
GREETING: __________________________
ADJECTIVE: __________________________
ADVERB: __________________________
BRIDES NAME: __________________________
ADJECTIVE: __________________________
VERB (ING): __________________________
VERB (ED): __________________________
PLURAL NOUN: __________________________

ADJECTIVE: DESCRIBES SOMETHING OR SOMEBODY. SHORT, MESSY, SOFT, UGLY, FAT AND DUMB ARE ALL ADJECTIVES.

ADVERB: TELLS HOW SOMETHING IS DONE. USUALLY ENDS IN 'LY'. CAREFULLY, STUPIDLY, HAPPILY, GREEDILY, AND MODESTLY ARE ALL ADVERBS.

NOUN: IS A PERSON, PLACE OR THING.

VERB: AN ACTION WORD. RUN, PITCH, JUMP, HIKE, ARE VERBS. PAST TENSE VERBS ARE RAN, PITCHED JUMPED, AND HIKE. VERB (ING) MEANS THE WORD NEEDS TO END IN (ING) LIKE SWIMMING, JUMPING, EATING, AND RUNNING.